
Too many accounts and partners to meet with?

Wasting selling time when chasing down meetings?

Delayed responses leaving deals for the competitors’ taking?

Increase 
Channel Sales 
Automatically... 
At Scale.

$



Proactive Outreach with Calendar First™

Send timely and tailored calendar invites with specific messaging, at scale, 
and customers just click accept.



Automatically Schedule Meetings with 
Partners, Prospects and Customers: 
New Deals, QBRs, Cross/Up Selling, & More

Don’t believe it? our current customers are using Kronologic for today: 

• Engage 100% of your target accounts at the exact right moment, without the 
chasing down with calls and emails

• Use dynamic field tokens to customize messaging to secure the meeting

• AI will negotiate any rescheduling needs, to free up more time for selling

5 Triggers for Channel Focused Calendar 1st™ Meeting Scheduling
Revenue Source Trigger Action Owner

1 Channel Cross Dept Selling Deepen relationships with customers and suppliers Channel Manager

2 Product Up/Cross-Selling Use product data to see how other SKU’s could benefit Channel / Supplier

3 Product Upgrade Notification Platform access request via email, slack, intercom, etc. MSP / Supplier

4 New Product Offering Align with suppliers and parters on new campaigns Channel / Supplier

5 Onboarding / QBRs Automate invites for all regularly schedule meetings MSP / Supplier



How It Works:

1. Select Team Members. Do the inviting work for those who are running sales meetings, including supporting
roles: Channel Managers, Suppliers, Manufacturers, MSPs, Subject Matter Experts, and more.

2. Identify Targeted Accounts & Contacts. Use conditional filtering logic in Salesforce or Hubspot to import
customer contacts, or simply upload a CSV.

3. Tailor Your Meeting Invite. Use dynamic tokens and account-specific data from Salesforce, Hubspot, or
CSV upload to tailor your message the specific benefit they’ll receive from you in the meeting.

4. Activate Invites in Bulk. Send the tailored meeting invites in bulk from the reps’ own calendar and see
accepted meetings book within hours!

5. Meet with Customers! Your team’s calendar fills with sales / customer meetings automatically.
Prospects never feel chased, and reps never waste time chasing down a meeting. Customers just 
1-Click Accept and the reps just show up. Selling becomes all about the meeting and not about 
how to get the meeting. 



Channel Selling Examples

10,000+ employee, IT Services Company

Large Team 200 Reps Inside Sellers 800 meetings in 1 week

Small Team 6 Reps Field Sellers 150 meetings in 1 month

Lead to Meeting Conversion Ranges with Kronologic:

5 Top Channel Sellling Lead Sources

Lead Type Reps + Sales Engagement Tool Kronologic Estimated Impact on Pipeline

Cross-Sell & Up-Sell 10% - 30% 30% - 70% 200% growth

Partner Webinars 5% - 15% 10% - 30% 100% growth

Customer Events & 
Trade Shows

5% - 10% 10% - 20% 100% growth

Content 
Downloads

3% - 5% 10% - 30% 200% growth

Demo Requests 35% - 60% 50% - 75% 30% growth



Fast-track and Automate Channel Selling.
Achieve revenue & engagement goals in a fraction of the time by filling your team’s 
calendars with sales meetings for them.

Channel Selling G2 Reviews





About: 
Kronologic creates a world where your work day is 
automatically scheduled to prioritize the most valuable 
interactions. Orchestrating time itself for knowledge 
workers like marketing, sales, and customer success by 
setting revenue generating meetings at scale. All you 
have to do is show up.

Businesses of all sizes have turned to Kronologic to 
create a winning culture that maximizes their bookings 
and their revenue.

Request a demo today:
www.Kronologic.ai/demo

Trusted by: 

Integrates with both Outlook and 
Gmail. Salesforce and Hubspot 
integrations are not required but are 
easy and powerful. 




